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What Belongs to
Exotics?
• Searches often focused only on weak
scale phenomena, solutions to hierarchy
problem
• New heavy quarks, new heavy vectors,
superpartners
• Exotics are not these things, though in
many cases they are limits of these
theories
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Exotics
• Examples of exotics:
• Hidden Valleys
• Unparticles
• Dark Matter production through
higher dimension operators
• Black Holes
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well-known to provide an excellent dark matter candidate, which naturally freeze
the desired relic density [2, 3].
This scenario relies on the (often implicit) assumption that the gravitino is he
the lightest standard model superpartner. However, even in simple and constrai
gravity models, such as minimal supergravity [4, 5, 6, 7], the gravitino mass is k
to be of the order of Mweak and is otherwise unspecified. Given this uncertain
that the LSP is not a standard model superpartner, but the gravitino. The lightes
model superpartner is then the next-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP). If t
is reheated to a temperature below ∼ 1010 GeV after inflation [8], the number of
is negligible after reheating. Then, because the gravitino couples only gravitatio
all interactions suppressed by the Planck scale MPl # 1.2 × 1019 GeV, it plays
the thermodynamics of the early universe. The NLSP therefore freezes out as
is weakly-interacting, its relic density will again be near the desired value. How
later, after
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Exotics as Low Scale
Extensions of EW

• e.g. gauge mediation

• Naturally obtain macroscopic or
mesoscopic displaced vertices, e.g.

the WIMP decays to the LSP, converting much of its energy density to gravitinos.
LSPs therefore form a significant relic component of our universe, with a relic
naturally in the desired range near ΩDM # 0.23 [9]. Models with weak-scale extra
also provide a similar dark matter particle in the form of Kaluza-Klein graviton
Kaluza-Klein gauge bosons or leptons playing the role of WIMP [10]. As such d
candidates naturally preserve the WIMP relic abundance, but have interaction
weaker than weak, we refer to the whole class of such particles as “superWIMPs
WIMP decays produce superWIMPs and also release energy in standard m
cles. It is important to check that such decays are not excluded by current constr
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• Exotics occur anytime there is a very
weakly coupled light state in addition
to the usual weak scale physics

Hunt for Electroweak
Physics

Mp ∼ 1 GeV

Inaccessibility
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Dark Matter?

Exotics Production

Energy

Multiple resonances

Hidden Valley
Could be complex!
Mp ∼ 1 GeV

Standard Model
Inaccessibility
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Dark forces and dark
Higgs mechanism

Strong Dynamics in the
Hidden Sector?
Strassler, KZ

Z’
Image courtesy of Rome/Seattle ATLAS
working group on displaced decays

Features:
High multiplicities?
Long Lifetimes?
Hadronically busy events?
Low mass resonances?
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Handles on non-Abelian
Hidden Valley
Nevents/bin

• Use occasional decays of
resonances to leptons

Han, Si, KZ, Strassler

400
(b) Z!
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High invariant mass
Multiplicity
Hard muons (t wo, pT > 10 GeV)

100

Event shape (sphericity and thrust)
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Tools Available for
Simulation
• Adaptable MC program available in
PYTHIA 8
name
Dv
Uv
Sv
Cv
Bv
Tv
gv
γv
qv

partner
d
u
s
c
b
t

code
4900001
4900002
4900003
4900004
4900005
4900006
4900021
4900022
4900101

name
Ev
νEv
M Uv
νM U v
T AUv
νT AU v

partner
e
νe
µ
νµ
τ
ντ

Carloni, Sjostrand

code
4900011
4900012
4900013
4900014
4900015
4900016

Table 1: The allowed particle content in the HV scenarios, with their SM partners, where relevant.
The code is an integer identifier, in the spirit of the PDG codes, but is not part of the current
Amsler:2008zzb standard.

• Allows one to set the hidden coupling
and confinement
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the same SM charge and colour, but in addition is in the fundamental representation of
the HV colour, see Table 1. Their masses and widths can be set individually. It would also
be possible to expand the decay tables to allow for flavour mixing.
These particles can decay to the corresponding SM particle, plus an invisible, massive
HV particle qv , that then also has to be in the fundamental representation of the HV colour:

Abelian Dynamics in the
Hidden Valley?
• Dark U(1)

Strassler
Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, Weiner

4
D0

• Make use of lepton jets
of SUSY partners. At colliders, in the case of R-parity
conservation [2], superpartners are produced in pairs and
decay to the SM particles and the lightest superpartner
(LSP). The LSP is a stable, weakly interacting particle,
and can not be detected in collider detectors.
Recently, these models were called upon to explain the
results of several cosmic ray detection experiments [3, 4].
Taken together with other experiments, including new
results from Fermi/LAT [5], there is evidence of an excess of high energy positrons and no excessive production of anti-protons or photons. The excess can be attributed [6] to the dark matter particles annihilating into
pairs of new light gauge bosons, dark photons, which
are force carriers in the hidden sector. The dark photon mass can not be much larger than 1 GeV to give
rise to Sommerfeld enhancement [7] of the dark matter
annihilation cross section, and not to decay into neutral pions and/or baryons. The masses of the hidden
sector states are also around 1 GeV, with mass splitting around MeV, thus providing a possible explanation of the DAMA [8] signal through ”inelastic Dark
Matter” scenarios. Dark photons decay through mixing with photons into SM fermions with branching fractions that can be calculated from the measurements [9]

• Low mass resonances
• Sometimes displaced
vertices
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FIG. 1: One of the diagrams giving rise to the events with
a photon, dark photon (γD ), and large missing energy due to
escaping darkinos (X̃) at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider.

Small couplings via small
kinetic mixing parameter

energy of 1.96 TeV recorded by the D0 detector [12]
at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. As is described below, our search is optimized for low dark photon masses,
mγD < 2.5 GeV. Note that it is also sensitive to the case

Dark Matter Models
• Dark Matter may also reside in a
Hidden Valley
• MSSM LSP unstable to decay into DM
sector
• NEW supersymmetry signatures
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librium dynamics, while the DM density arises from
mal freeze out.
this paper we unify the production of baryon and
number through a simple extension of the Afflecke mechanism [1, 2] which exploits the fact that supermetric flat directions can also carry DM number. In
icular, we consider a setup with the usual U (1)B−L
metry carried by MSSM fields and a U (1)X symmecarried by additional states which we refer to colvely as the DM sector. Typically, there exists an
OB−L OX
ator

Since the baryon and DM asymmetries are pr
multaneously, we refer to this mechanism as
nesis.” The relation in Eq. (3) can be modi
presence of additional operators which separat
B − L and X.
As we will see, the DM sector is thermalized
tion, albeit at a low temperature, and chemic
rium distributes the initial nX asymmetry am
Luty, Kaplan,
KZ
charged states which are sufficiently
long-live
out. An example of such a state is the lightest
charged particle (LXP), which is often meta-s
will in general decay late to B − L charged
via OB−L OX . In this paper, we will assum
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) carrie
ber and it thus attains an asymmetric relic
from the initial X asymmetry. Moreover, b
lightest observable supersymmetric particle (L
the LXP are typically long-lived, this class
OXan=interesting
X, X 2 collider phenom
accommodates
Operators of the form OB−L OX were consid
generally in Asymmetric DM [3], which relate
day asymmetry in baryons and DM via similar
considerations. However, while in [3] the bar
metry was assumed initially and then shared
DM, in the Dark
present Matter
work the baryon and D
metries are generated dynamically and simu
Other types of mechanisms for generating or tr
an asymmetry between sectors have been discu
literature, from electroweak sphalerons [4], to o

Asymmetric DM

OB−L OX ,

M d−4
(1)

Energy

re OB−L and OX are gauge invariant products of
al superfields which carry B − L and X number, retively. In general, we are interested in operators of
form
OB−L = LHu , LLE c, QLDc , U c Dc Dc ,

(2)

ch have charge −1 under U (1)B−L , while we choose
harges such that OX has charge +1 under U (1)X . In
convention,
explicitly breaks B − L and X
MOpB−L
∼O1X GeV
ber down to an exact, diagonal B − L + X number.
s in canonical
AD, inflation
induces supersymmetry
Standard
Model
king effects proportional to the Hubble parameter
ch can efficiently drive "B − L# and "X# to non-zero
es in the earlyInaccessibility
universe. As the universe cools, these
ators become ineffective and the vacuum settles to
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Collider signatures
q
χ̃

q̃

q q

X̃
X̃

X 2 udd
W =
M2

mDM ! 8 GeV

Missing energy largely reduced
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“Other” Exotics
Meade, Randall

• Black Holes
• Very high multiplicity thermal
distributions
• Standard Compositeness tests can be
used, looking for leptonic and
hadronic resonances in the final state
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“Generic” Searches
“Simplified Models”
document

• di-photon resonance plus anything in high
HT event
• di-lepton resonance plus anything in a
high HT event
• high HT with reduced missing energy in
extended SUSY decays
• multi-lepton, multi-jet high HT events,
where weak pT cuts on the jets, photons
are traded for high multiplicities of objects
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Summary
• Simple extensions of weak scale models
give rise to “exotic” Hidden Valley like
signatures in broad class of models
• This can affect supersymmetry and
dark matter searches
• LHC experiments have broad reach
capabilities with the right types of
search techniques
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